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MAHOGANY
new wood type in our range of products
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ROSEWOOD
new wood type in our range of products
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Tables
Our tables are timeless and fit into every interior style. 
The simple, yet sophisticated design of our products 
will reveal the sensibility of your home. 
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Our signature Bok table made extendable to 
bring even more people together. Its airy shape 
yet rock solid construction makes this solid oak 
black extendable dining table a timeless and 
remarkable design to enjoy for years to come.
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The Stability collection is shaped  
by hand by our skilled artisans. 
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“Nothing can compare to 
these special shapes gifted 
from nature, curves which are 
natural to the eye as it brings 
you closer to the original shape 
of the tree.” 

- Designer Alain van Havre
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OAK BOK BLACK EXTENDABLE DINING TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Made from black tainted oak with a varnish finish.

16

51542 140/220 x 90 x 76 cm

   55/87” x 35” x 30”

51543 160/240 x 90 x 76 cm

   63/94” x 35” x 30”

51544 180/280 x 100 x 76 cm

   71/110” x 39” x 30”

tables
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OAK X DINING TABLE
designed by alain van havre

Made from solid oak with a hardwax oil finish.

17

50028 224 x 100 x 76 cm

   88” x 39” x 30”

tables
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OAK CORTO BROWN DINING TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Made from brown tainted oak with a varnish finish.
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50995 140 x 140 x 76 cm

   55” x 55” x 30”

tables
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MAHOGANY ROLLER MAX DARK BROWN 
ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef

The tabletop can be removed to store objects inside the table. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish.

19

35001 60 x 60 x 35 cm

   24” x 24” x 14”

coffee tables
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MAHOGANY ROLLER MAX DARK BROWN 
ROUND COFFEE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef
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The tabletop can be removed to store objects inside the table. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish.

35002 80 x 80 x 30 cm

   31” x 31” x 12”

coffee tables
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MAHOGANY BOOMERANG DARK BROWN 
COFFEE TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Available in two sizes, to stand alone or combined. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish. 

21

35008 85 x 77 x 29 cm

   33” x 30” x 11”

coffee tables
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MAHOGANY BOOMERANG DARK BROWN 
COFFEE TABLE 
designed by alain van havre
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Available in two sizes, to stand alone or combined. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish. 

35007 125 x 75 x 40 cm

   49” x 30” x 16”

coffee tables
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STABILITY COFFEE TABLE - UMBER

The distinctive table top finish is made from mineral powders, water, earth, 
natural colour pigments and metallic powders. 

23

25944 150 x 60 x 35 cm

   59” x 24” x 14”

coffee tables
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MAHOGANY PI DARK BROWN COFFEE TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish. 

24

35006 155 x 58 x 38 cm

   61” x 23” x 15”

coffee tables
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STONE COFFEE TABLE - DARK EMPERADOR 
designed by djordje cukanovic

Dark emperador marble top with a black metal frame.
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60093 120 x 70 x 38 cm

   47” x 28” x 15”

coffee tables
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TRIPTIC SIDE TABLE - LAVA WHISKY 

The distinctive table top finish is made from mineral powders, water, earth, 
natural colour pigments and metallic powders.
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25913 45 x 40 x 51 cm

   18” x 16” x 20”

side tables
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TRIPTIC SIDE TABLE - LAVA BLACK 

The distinctive table top finish is made from mineral powders, water, earth, 
natural colour pigments and metallic powders.

27

25914 45 x 40 x 51 cm

   18” x 16” x 20”

side tables
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MAHOGANY PI DARK BROWN SIDE TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish. 
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35005 47 x 47 x 50 cm

   19” x 19” x 20”

side tables
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MAHOGANY ROLLER MAX DARK BROWN 
ROUND SIDE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef

The tabletop can be removed to store objects inside the table. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish.
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35003 40 x 40 x 40 cm

   16” x 16” x 16”

side tables
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MAHOGANY ROLLER MAX DARK BROWN 
SQUARE SIDE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef
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The tabletop can be removed to store objects inside the table. 
Made from dark brown tainted mahogany with a varnish finish.

35004 50 x 50 x 40 cm

   20” x 20” x 16”

side tables
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SQUARE TRAY SIDE TABLE 

To be combined with a small square tray. Trays to be ordered separately. 
Black metal frame - black tainted wood.

31

20792 39 x 39 x 50 cm

   15” x 15” x 20”

side tables
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To be combined with a large square tray. Trays to be ordered separately. 
Black metal frame - black tainted wood.

32

SQUARE TRAY SIDE TABLE 

20793 52 x 52 x 50 cm

   20” x 20” x 20”

side tables
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STABILITY CONSOLE - UMBER 

The distinctive table top finish is made from mineral powders, water, earth, 
natural colour pigments and metallic powders.
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25943 170 x 40 x 75 cm

   67” x 16” x 30”

consoles
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Seating
From sunrise to sunset, whatever the function, 
we’d gladly provide the support        you need throughout 
the day. Our seating options consistently combine 
comfort and timeless design, allowing you to enjoy 
them for many years.
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The Barrow lounge chair has an irresistible 
vintage vibe. The lightness of the metal foot base 
teamed with the rich upholstery are a timeless 
addition to any space. 
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The Jack lounge chair’s rosewood structure and clean 
lines are inspired by Scandinavian modernism. 

An exclusive piece for design enthusiasts.
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ROSEWOOD JACK LOUNGE CHAIR - IVORY 
designed by jacques deneef

Seating height: 40cm - 16”.

Solid rosewood structure with a varnish finish and high-density foam with 
an ivory coloured upholstery.

38

35200 69 x 87 x 73 cm   
   27”x 35”x 29”

lounge chairs
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BARROW LOUNGE CHAIR - COPPER 
designed by jacques deneef

Seating height: 42cm - 16.5”

Metal footbase and high-density foam with a copper coloured upholstery.
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20133 81 x 79 x 71 cm

   32” x 31” x 28”

lounge chairs
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BARROW LOUNGE CHAIR - GINGER 
designed by jacques deneef

Seating height: 42cm - 16.5”

Metal footbase and high-density foam with a ginger coloured upholstery.

20134 81 x 79 x 71 cm

   32” x 31” x 28”

lounge chairs
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OAK SPINDLE BLACK BENCH 
designed by nathan yong

Seating height: 46cm - 18” 

For safety reasons, we recommend using the detachable middle leg for 
extra support in heavy or daily use. 
Made from black tainted oak with a varnish finish.

41

51234 150 x 35 x 60 cm

   59” x 14” x 24”

benches
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Storage
Designed with both function and character in mind, 
our sideboards and cupboards offer plenty of storage 
space and add elegance to any room. With our range 
of cleverly designed storage options, we make sure 
practicality and aesthetics come together, for you to 
keep your home clean and tidy. 
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“It was not only inspired by the 
visual scores, but the rhythm 
of the music itself also inspired 
my creative process for this 
composition.” 

- Designer Alain van Havre
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TEAK MOSAIC SIDEBOARD 
designed by alain van havre

This Mosaic sideboard features 3 doors. 
Mahogany doors with a varnish finish, teak body and legs with  
a varnish finish.

45

10072 170 x 45 x 82 cm

   67” x 18” x 32”

sideboards
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TEAK MOSAIC SIDEBOARD 
designed by alain van havre

46

This Mosaic sideboard features 4 doors. 
Mahogany doors with a varnish finish, teak body and legs with  
a varnish finish.

10071 227 x 45 x 82 cm

   89” x 18” x 32”

sideboards
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TEAK MOSAIC TV CUPBOARD 
designed by alain van havre

This Mosaic TV cupboard features 1 flip-down door and 1 drawer.
Mahogany doors with a varnish finish, teak body and legs with  
a varnish finish.
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10075 162 x 45 x 53 cm

   64” x 18” x 21”

tv cupboards
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TEAK MOSAIC TV CUPBOARD 
designed by alain van havre

48

This Mosaic TV cupboard features 1 flip-down door and 2 drawers. 
Mahogany doors with a varnish finish, teak body and legs with  
a varnish finish.

10074 242 x 45 x 53 cm

   95” x 18” x 21”

tv cupboards
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Office
It might be work, but it doesn’t have to feel like it. 
Create an inspiring work environment and design your 
office exactly as you want it to be,    without sacrificing 
style or comfort.
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OAK U BLACK DESK 

Made from black tainted oak with a varnish finish.

51

50008 140 x 72 x 75 cm

   55” x 28” x 30”

desks
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Bedroom
Bedrooms should be calm, quiet places 
where you can relax after a long day at work. 
Our bedroom collections create the perfect 
setting to turn this room into a sanctuary. 
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OAK SPINDLE BLACK BED 
designed by nathan yong

Does not include bed slats. 
Made from black tainted oak with a varnish finish.

55

mattress size 160/200 
51237 170 x 210 x 97 cm 

mattress size 180/200 
51236 190 x 210 x 97 cm

beds
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OAK SPINDLE BLACK BEDSIDE TABLE 
designed by nathan yong

Features one drawer. 
Made from black tainted oak with a varnish finish and a glass top.

56

51235 55 x 35 x 52 cm

   22” x 14” x 20”

bedside tables
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v

Outdoor
Outdoor living areas are an extension of your home, 
for entertaining, relaxing, and connecting. Spending 
time outside enhances our experiences, whether 
that be brightening the enjoyment or having an 
increased sense of calm. Nothing compares to 
revitalising yourself in the open air. 
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Beautiful from every angle, luxuriant shapes 
and curves form the basis of the Jack collection.
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TEAK BOK OUTDOOR DINING TABLE 
designed by alain van havre

Made from 100% solid teak.

63

10269 162 x 80 x 76 cm

   64” x 31” x 30”

new size

outdoor dining tables
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TEAK JACK OUTDOOR COFFEE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef

Made from 100% solid teak.
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10258 120 x 65 x 35 cm

   47” x 26” x 14”

10259 150 x 65 x 35 cm

   59” x 26” x 14”

outdoor coffee tables
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TEAK QUATRO OUTDOOR COFFEE TABLE 
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Made from 100% solid teak.

10264 68 x 68 x 42 cm

   27” x 27” x 17”

outdoor coffee tables
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TEAK QUATRO OUTDOOR COFFEE TABLE 

Made from 100% solid teak.

66

10265 95 x 95 x 35 cm

   37” x 37” x 14”

outdoor coffee tables
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TEAK JACK OUTDOOR SIDE TABLE 
designed by jacques deneef

Made from 100% solid teak.
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10257 54 x 54 x 38 cm

   21” x 21” x 15”

outdoor side tables
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TEAK QUATRO OUTDOOR SIDE TABLE 

Made from 100% solid teak.

68

10263 59 x 59 x 38 cm

   23” x 23” x 15”

outdoor side tables
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TEAK JACK OUTDOOR FOOTSTOOL - OFF WHITE 
designed by jacques deneef

Seating height: 40 cm - 16” 
Made from 100% solid teak.  
100% polyprop fabric / Quick-dry-foam.

69

10248 71 x 54 x 40 cm

   28” x 21” x 16”

outdoor footstools
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TEAK JACK OUTDOOR FOOTSTOOL - MOCHA 
designed by jacques deneef
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Seating height: 40 cm - 16” 
Made from 100% solid teak.  
100% polyprop fabric / Quick-dry-foam.

10249 71 x 54 x 40 cm

   28” x 21” x 16”

outdoor footstools
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TEAK JACK OUTDOOR ADJUSTABLE 
LOUNGER - WOODEN FRAME 
designed by jacques deneef

Frame and cushion sold separately.  
Made from 100% solid teak.
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10256 210 x 76 x 34 cm

   83” x 30” x 13”

outdoor loungers
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CUSHION FOR TEAK JACK OUTDOOR 
ADJUSTABLE LOUNGER - OFF WHITE 
designed by jacques deneef

Frame and cushion sold separately. 
100% polyprop fabric / Quick-dry-foam.

72

21098 201 x 65 x 8 cm

   79” x 26” x 3”

outdoor lounger cushions
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CUSHION FOR TEAK JACK OUTDOOR 
ADJUSTABLE LOUNGER - MOCHA 
designed by jacques deneef

73

Frame and cushion sold separately. 
100% polyprop fabric / Quick-dry-foam.

21099 201 x 65 x 8 cm

   79” x 26” x 3”

outdoor lounger cushions
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